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Executive summary

Answering the call for discipline

For decades, we’ve heard calls for discipline from the carrier community. When 
rates, particularly property rates, kept falling, even in the face of accumulating 
catastrophic loss, and alternative capital as well as traditional capital competed for 
market share and drove rates down to the brink of unsustainability, we heard calls 
for discipline. When the 2017 hurricane season brought us the trio of Harvey, Irma 
and Maria (HIM), setting several unfortunate records and inspiring hard-market 
predictions that proved exaggerated for most, we heard calls for discipline. In such 
sectors as airlines, where rates fell for years on end (sometimes by double digits), 
we heard calls for discipline. Industry observers would have been forgiven for 
comparing these calls to those of a junior high school teacher dealing with some 
rowdy 12 year olds or exasperated parents baffled by their teenagers. The calls 
weren’t heeded. In the insurance marketplace, most buyers were happy. 

As we head into Q2 2019, that appears to be changing. 

There is a clear trend across most lines of business and most geographies that 
insurers are taking steps to return to underwriting profitability. We are seeing price 
firming almost universally. While capital remains plentiful, insurers are demonstrating 
their long-sought pricing discipline as they exercise more judicious deployment 
of capacity. The price firming is of course more prominent in some lines and 
geographies than in others. For example, wind exposures in the Caribbean and 
coastal U.S., airlines and primary D&O for public companies are seeing some 
eye-opening double-digit hikes. Certain sectors have been hard hit by losses and 
are experiencing what could be called rate spikes — global construction projects, 
power, downstream energy and health care professional in the U.S. But the firming 
trend applies even in more benign areas.

Several factors have come together to bring about this turn of events.

Supply-side pressures

On the supply side, a major carrier recently made a change in strategic direction 
and is pulling back on capacity. While there is ample capacity to replace it, 
underwriters are aware that such a high profile retraction creates a pool of buyers 
in need of capacity, which helps put underwriters in the driver’s seat.

Loss numbers are another major driver. HIM didn’t dramatically turn the market and 
the loss events of 2018 won’t either, not in the sense of an old school hard market, 
but 2017 and 2018 set records for consecutive loss years, with 2018 contributing 
major cat losses and an even more notable upswing in non-modelled losses, 
particularly California wildfires. Moreover, “loss creep” for HIM (i.e., actual losses 
rising over time to levels higher than originally reserved) seemed to have caught 
some by surprise. 
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Another contributing factor is worry that climate change could mean a steady rise 
in the frequency and severity of nat cat losses. The spring flood season in the heart 
of the U.S. is the freshest reminder of how big our seasonal losses can be when 
Mother Nature may be out of balance.

While cat losses bear down on property, liability has faced similar pressures. 
A consistent drumbeat of large verdicts keeps hitting umbrella, health care 
professional, executive risks lines and the loss leader of the past several years, auto.

A turn in the insurer attitude

Many believed the market would turn hard after HIM, but the industry recapitalized 
so readily that the rate spikes that did follow were narrowly focused on cat-
impacted risks. However, the fizzling of a widespread hike in prices planted the 
seeds for a different underwriting attitude at the bargaining table. Underwriters 
seem to realize that the prospect of a hard market and the promise of a premium 
windfall may forever stay elusive. And now the market has turned — toward 
disciplined underwriting. 

In the current environment, if carriers don’t think they can underwrite profitably, 
they are willing to walk away. They are willing to withdraw capacity. They are being 
consistent. They are being careful. They are scrutinizing their portfolios and the 
risks they are underwriting. They’re being…well, disciplined.

We see it here in North America and also in London, where the Lloyd’s Decile 10 
initiative shows signs of succeeding in its goal of pushing the industry toward 
profitability and discipline. Brexit is another factor at play across the pond, where 
withdrawal — should it finally happen — may add to U.K. insurer administrative 
costs as well as lead to potentially costlier FCA and/or EU regulations. 

Carriers are also reconsidering how they deploy chunks of capital. In lead umbrella, 
we’re seeing large-scale withdrawals and limit reductions from major players.

We are also beginning to see some impact of insurer consolidations. In the fall of 
2018 we noted that M&A action was generating headlines but not having much 
impact on rates. That is changing in pockets, particularly in some specialty lines 
(e.g., aviation, cargo and energy) where capacity has shrunk considerably. We 
expect insurer consolidations to continue in 2019. 

Meanwhile, InsurTech, which should create downward pressure on price by 
improving efficiency, remains peripheral.
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On the demand side, several factors are sending buyers into the marketplace to 
seek capacity. In the U.S., in particular, ongoing vibrant economic activity means 
more production, more construction, more goods in transit, more cars on the road 
and more workers at work — and at risk. A brisk economy can heighten not just the 
aggregate risk, but the severity of risk as well, as greater pressure on production 
lines often means less time for maintenance and more opportunity for human 
error. A near-full employment economy also means that the pool of skilled labor 
may not be deep enough, which can put under-qualified workers in roles where 
mistakes can bring losses. Greater activity also yields greater exposure to business 
interruption claims. And the same concern about climate change and exposure to 
cat loss that is giving insurers pause is pushing buyers to the marketplace. These 
demand-side trends impact both property and casualty. 

What’s the response in a seller’s market?

So what does all of this mean for the insurance buyer? It doesn’t mean we have a 
hard market, but it does mean we have a seller’s market. For the younger people in 
the risk business, this may be the first such seller’s market they’ve seen. 

And what do we do about it? What’s required of the risk manager to deliver the risk 
transfer solutions this complicated marketplace offers? In a word, discipline. From 
the disciplined determination of risk tolerance, to planning a sound risk transfer 
strategy and the execution of that strategy, buyers will need to be prepared, 
think ahead, do their homework — follow a diligent, disciplined approach. In the 
submission process, this will mean accurate, detailed analytics that tell the most 
compelling story; careful building of relationships in a global marketplace where 
some risk takers will be more interested than others in making various kinds of 
deals; and finally, being smart.

Overall, insurance buyers in 2019 can expect to pay more. They can expect a 
heightened, more disciplined underwriting approach. They should also expect their 
insurance advisor to be disciplined and proactive throughout the year, assisting 
with analytics, driving the risk differentiation that underwriters seek, and building 
relationships in the global marketplace. There is risk-taking capacity for virtually all 
risks, but it might not be next door — it could be in London, Europe, Bermuda or 
even Asia. The partnership between the risk manager and the global risk adviser/
broker has never been more vital for helping a risk manager’s organization protect 
itself and thrive.

Joseph C. Peiser
Head of Broking
Willis Towers Watson North America
Senior Editor
Insurance Marketplace Realities
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Looking forward, looking back

Comparing our rate predictions from last fall to those we are presenting in these 
pages, we are seeing wide — though not across-the-board — upward pressure on 
pricing. In casualty, rates are rising for liability lines, while for workers compensation, 
where rates had been declining, we are predicting a mix of small increases and 
decreases. For property, rates are ticking a few percentage points upward even 
for buyers not facing cat risks (NB: for those with significant cat exposures and/
or adverse losses, the rate hikes are in the double digits). In 10 lines, upward 
predictions in our last issue have been revised further upward. In only two have we 
predicted some easing. 

Here are highlights from our predictions for 2019:

�� Forecast auto rate increases are holding at +6% to +12%.

�� The high end of predicted rate increases for D&O jumped from +5% to +10% 
since the fall.

�� Declining rates are predicted in two lines: international casualty, where decreases 
are still expected but less than those seen last year, and surety, where modest 
softening is forecast.

�� In trade credit risk, despite areas of volatile risk exposure around the world, 
predictions of occasional small increases have given way to expectations of 
mostly flat renewals.

�� Anticipated increases for senior living and long-term care risks continue to lead 
the top end of predicted rate hikes, with +5% to +30% forecast.

�� Beyond rate hikes, many of our experts are pointing to a more careful and 
demanding underwriting environment ahead.

In short, most buyers can expect a more challenging marketplace for the rest of 2019. 

Overall, 14 lines are expected to see price increases, two will see decreases and 9 
will see a mix of both (or flat renewals).

Market trends: lines facing increases, decreases or a mix*

Publication year Decreases Increases Mix/flat

2019 spring update 2 14 9

2019 2 14 9

2018 spring update 2 10 10

2018 7 7 9

2017 spring update 10 6 7

2017 10 6 7

2016 spring update 9 8 5

*The 2019 figures reflect the addition of marine, cargo and senior living/long-term care as separate lines of business. The 
2018 spring update figures reflect the absence of marine in that issue; the 2017 figures reflect the addition of international 
coverage as a separate line; and the 2018 figures reflect the addition of product recall and the subtraction of employee 
benefits, which are no longer covered in this report. In this issue, casualty lines are discussed in one combined report but are 
included in this table as separate items.

For more insight on how you 
can prepare for a marketplace 
in flux, contact your local 
Willis Towers Watson 
representative.

For a more retrospective 
review of the recent rating 
environment, see our 
Commercial Lines Insurance 
Pricing Survey data.
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Property

Across-the-board increases are expected throughout 2019.

�� After years of falling property rates, underwriters have crossed a psychological 
Rubicon: they have their swagger back. With high demand due to continued 
economic vigor, property is a seller’s market for the first time in recent memory.

�� For years, excessive combined ratios produced results that carrier owners and 
investors claimed unacceptable and unsustainable. Insurers are determined to 
return to underwriting profitability. 

�� Despite rising prices, we are not seeing a classic hard market, which is typically 
driven by supply constraints caused by capital destruction arising from large loss 
events. Capital remains buoyant.

�� A major exception is in the case of accounts with cat losses. Deployed capacity 
has tightened significantly on these renewals, which will not generally see the 
benefits of otherwise healthy market capitalization.

�� This is not a one-size-fits all market turn. Rather we are in a very discriminating 
market based on catastrophe exposure, loss history and historical rate changes. 
We are seeing large variations from the mean with increases of 30%, 40% to 50% 
or more for poor loss experience and heavily cat-exposed accounts.

Record catastrophe losses in 2017 and above average catastrophe losses in 
2018 produced the worst back-to-back loss years on record.

�� Losses have been driven mainly by cat events, particularly in the U.S.

�� Unprecedented California wildfires represent the largest single source of insured 
losses for 2018.

�� High frequency of mid-sized events of various types in the U.S. and Japan also 
impacted the property market. 

�� Underwriters universally bemoan a marked and sustained increase in frequency 
and severity of non-modeled losses (hailstorms/tornadoes/wildfires) as well as 
non-catastrophe events.

�� Partly to blame is the increased economic activity of a full employment economy. 

�� Another factor driving loss costs is rising business interruption values and 
increased costs for replacement supplies and materials, as well as labor.

Rising rates are not the only source of change that buyers will need to navigate.

�� Primary carriers have suffered the most over the last two years, causing many to 
tighten underwriting guidelines and even exit certain classes. Some insurers are 
making significant downward shifts in line size and repositioning primary capacity 
to excess positions.

�� Most if not all markets are evaluating insureds’ risk control philosophy, efforts 
and accomplishments. They will want to see how insureds have improved their 
risk over time and have planned for continuous improvement. Submissions and 
presentations should astutely address these concerns.

�� Underwriters continue to take a more critical look at exposures and are adjusting 
portfolios and appetites, restricting many coverage terms previously offered.

Key takeaway
Property market conditions 
have exhibited a decided 
firming, even for benign risks, 
driven by two consecutive 
years of high cat losses, 
attritional losses and 11+ 
quarters of rate decreases 
prior to 2018.

Rate predictions
Flat to +7.5% non-cat

+5% to +10% cat

+15%> cat with losses

Contact
Gary Marchitello 
Head of Property Broking
+1 212 915 7914
gary.marchitello@
willistowerswatson.com

mailto:gary.marchitello%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
mailto:gary.marchitello%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
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�� Sub-limits and deductibles are being looked at closely.

�� First-party cyber exclusions are common

�� Challenged occupancies include dealers open lot, hospitality, primary 
habitational/multi-family, woodworking, senior living, waste management and 
schedules with significant convective storm exposures.

Loss creep is emerging as a more critical factor in the marketplace than we have 
seen in some time.

�� Unfortunately, the disasters of 2017 are not quite behind us, given ongoing HIM 
(Harvey, Irma, Maria) loss development. Irma loss estimates in particular have 
increased significantly.

�� Hurricane Michael losses from 2018 losses appear to be following same path.

�� Loss creep is expected to have an impact at midyear renewals.

The property marketplace is constantly evolving. 

�� Industry insurer consolidation continues.

�� Submission activity has doubled for underwriters, as most buyers are out to 
market due to shifting conditions. This demand surge has caused pressure on 
quote dates and underwriter bandwidth. Negotiations are taking additional time, 
as are proposals. 

�� The top two property markets are shifting appetites and restructuring books, 
fostering internal pressures as well as opening the broader market to test the 
coattails of these market-changing developments.

�� Loss-impacted accounts along with challenged occupancies have seen rate 
increases significantly outside the standard variance from the mean.

�� These market dynamics are impacting certain carriers as well as certain classes 
of business disproportionately. It is important to understand these nuances when 
setting renewal expectations. Consult early and often with your property advisor.

Property insured catastrophe losses USD (Billions)
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�� Total 2018 insured Cat losses of $79B (versus total economic losses $155B)
�� Average losses over the past 10 years: $70.5B
�� Losses not driven by singular major natural Cat event, but multiple smaller or 
mid-sized events
�� Attritional losses are a driving force in the marketplace correction

Source: Swiss Re Economic Research & Consulting - WillisRe

Hurricanes 
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Rita, Wilma

Japan, NZ 
earthquakes,
Thailand flood

Hurricane 
Sandy
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Casualty

Key takeaway
While workers compensation 
remains the most profitable 
commercial casualty line of 
business, the current soft rate 
environment is starting to be 
challenged. The commercial 
liability marketplace, including 
general liability, auto and 
umbrella, is strained, with 
deteriorating loss trends 
impacting underwriter 
profitability. 

Rate predictions
Workers compensation: 
–2% to +2%

Auto liability: +6% to +12%

General liability: Flat to +4%

Umbrella: +2 to +6%

Excess liability: Flat to +2%

Contact
Jon Drummond
Head of Casualty Broking  
North America
+1 312 288 7892 
jonathon.drummond@
willistowerswatson.com

Near-term workers compensation pricing may begin to flatten, with high severity 
risks and accounts with excessive losses starting to see minor single-digit rate 
increases.  

�� Accounts written on guaranteed cost will continue to benefit from consistent rate 
decreases filed in most states, a trend that has been maintained since 2015.

�� State supreme courts are challenging insurers who deny reimbursement for 
medical marijuana. On March 7th, the State of New Hampshire joined Connecticut, 
Maine, Minnesota, New Jersey and New Mexico in supporting marijuana as an 
acceptable form of treatment for work-related injuries. The court found that it 
does not believe reimbursement will cause the insurance carrier to “possess, 
manufacture, or distribute” a controlled substance, which is against federal law.

�� Advancements in medical technology have contributed to workers compensation 
“mega” claims, which are defined by the National Council on Compensation 
Insurance (NCCI) as workers compensation claims in excess of $10 million. These 
claims have become more frequent in recent years, with 70% of mega claims 
arising from motor vehicle accidents and falls from elevation.

�� The growth of telemedicine in the workers compensation industry may play a 
key role in providing quicker, more efficient access to high-quality medical care, 
mitigating associated medical expenses and lost time from work, in turn leading to 
reduced claim severity. 

Auto liability continues to be unprofitable for personal and commercial insurers. 
Insureds should expect continued rate increases.  

�� Escalating loss costs are driving rate increases. From 2016 through 2018 the 
average claim payment for bodily injury rose 6.7%, and personal injury protection 
claims rose 4.8%.

�� 2018 will be the eighth year of a combined ratio in excess of 100 for auto lines.

�� There has been an uptick in the number of cases alleging sleep apnea and sleep 
deprivation as key contributing factors in accidents, and employers have been 
found legally liable for damages as a result of not properly managing fatigue and 
sleep issues faced by their employees. With over 43% of the workforce indicating 
they are sleep deprived, this is becoming a major issue for risk managers.

�� The use of buffer layers to build an efficient umbrella attachment point on auto 
liability continues to increase.

mailto:jonathon.drummond%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
mailto:jonathon.drummond%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
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The umbrella liability marketplace is experiencing notable disruption, with 
insurance carriers adjusting their underwriting appetites, requiring changes to 
program structures and pushing rate increases. 

�� Several key insurance carriers have pulled their capacity or reduced their 
offerings for the largest insureds (Fortune 500) and those in high-hazard risk 
classes. 

�� Most accounts with large commercial fleets are seeing significant auto increases 
in the lead pricing (10 – 20%), and increases are beginning to trickle upward into 
the excess tower. 

�� The North America liability marketplace continues to be hit by significant 
catastrophic liability losses stemming from many issues, including California 
wildfire, the opioid epidemic, #MeToo litigation and liberal class action 
certification. The effects of the wildfire losses and opioid epidemic are being felt 
on a broad range of risks. 

�� A highly organized plaintiffs’ bar is using advanced litigation tactics, including 
reptile theory, to appeal to juror emotions, resulting in unprecedented liabilities for 
defendants.

�� The use of short limit lead umbrella policies is becoming more prevalent, with risk 
managers looking to leverage the global marketplace to generate the necessary 
capacity for their accounts. 
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International casualty

Key takeaway
International programs are 
not one-size-fits-all. Success 
should be measured by finding 
a carrier partner that offers 
the structure and information 
suited to an insured’s unique 
needs and can deliver tight 
program administration and 
service transparency.

Rate predictions
–5% to flat

Contact
Andrew Estill
Global Services & Solutions, 
Director of Operations
+1 312 288 7845
andrew.estill@
willistowerswatson.com

Rate reductions and coverage enhancements are available, with certain caveats.

�� The most significant driver behind rate competitiveness is the continued 
availability of capacity along with healthy competition for market share. 

�� Carriers who write global programs are often able to partner with insureds on 
other lines of coverage and offset certain administrative costs.

�� The buyers who will capitalize most effectively will be those who maintain active 
internal risk management protocols, deliver clear and consistent underwriting 
data, leverage their purchasing with strategic carrier relationships and have not 
marketed their programs in the last few years.

�� As organizations look to measure the quality of their global programs, issues 
beyond price should be considered. A carrier’s ability to drive accurate and timely 
policy delivery, deliver post-binding services around the world, including claims 
management, and offer an insured the ability to see and influence local policy 
coverage terms are also significant factors.

Capacity continues to grow, despite continued merger and acquisition activity.

�� In an increasingly crowded international casualty marketplace, carriers need 
to distinguish their offering and ensure they’re delivering strategic value to 
the overall relationship. The more experienced international casualty markets 
continue to expand capabilities to refine their offering and remain competitive, 
while additional competition continues to emerge. 

�� Some of the new competition is coming from established carriers entering the 
international market, many of whom are household names. Additional competition 
emanates from European carriers with experience in global casualty who are 
expanding their offering to include coverage for U.S.-domiciled insureds. For 
insureds with relevant international exposure, European-based markets can offer 
distinct benefits: 

�� Higher primary limits, available at global and local/admitted levels

�� Higher or full limits for certain coverages, such as, pure financial loss 

�� Extended products liability, etc. 

�� Recent global carrier mergers have yet to reduce the abundant supply of 
capacity; more M&A activity has been announced, though so far, these 
transactions have primarily helped enhance market offerings, rather than reduce 
overall market capacity, by bolstering underwriting depth and expertise and/or 
their international office networks.

mailto:andrew.estill%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
mailto:andrew.estill%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
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�� International casualty programs require significant administration and 
collaboration, so rather than differentiate purely through price, a number of 
carriers are creating and/or enhancing operational tools, leveraging technology 
and offering underwriting flexibility and/or enhanced transparency around 
country-specific coverages. 

�� Multi-year agreements, which offer certain advantages relating to coverage/rate 
certainty, are available in certain instances. 

�� Carriers are under strict guidelines to obtain clear and consistent exposure 
information from insureds, limiting or even removing the ability to offer coverage 
for “if-any” exposures, as well as, excess-DIC coverage without clear details about 
the primary coverage in local geographies.  

Changes in market regulation and issues of compliance are crucial.

�� Rising protectionism and state-driven regulation continue to impact the 
marketplace. Federal agencies are requiring use of in-country capacity to 
participate in global programs. 

�� Insurance and tax audits in a number of countries as well as pressure around 
premium payment warranties (e.g., “cash before cover”) remain on the rise. 

�� Buyers should be aware that any restrictions on the exportability of risk and 
premium will limit the corresponding amount of underwriting and claim settlement 
authority that can be centralized. 

�� Brexit is forcing carriers to reposition certain underwriting and/or service 
functions (e.g., Freedom of Service (FOS) infrastructure) to locations on the 
European continent such as Luxembourg, Ireland and Belgium, requiring a fair 
amount of movement and re-training of staff. Additionally, insureds who may have 
received a FOS policy from a carrier’s U.K. office, also representing local coverage 
for the U.K., are likely to receive that admitted coverage separately at renewal. 

�� The marketplace offers flexibility in terms of where international premium 
allocations can be collected for most countries (it’s not universal — not for all 
countries), providing insureds the ability to centralize a majority of the cash flow 
and administration. However, diligence is increasingly important for insureds to 
evidence a consistent and defensible premium allocation methodology in the 
event of a program audit. 
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Global programs of all sizes are becoming more sophisticated.

�� Employers are under a greater obligation to ensure the safety of their traveling 
and overseas workforce. Organizations just beginning the journey toward 
globalization or with smaller international risks can support these efforts by taking 
a global approach to foreign voluntary workers compensation (FVWC), kidnap, 
travel assistance, benefits, etc. 

�� For companies with existing global programs, opportunities are available to 
streamline operations by leveraging relationships with a select number of global 
carriers, minimizing coverage gaps and ensuring economies of scale. 

�� For the buyers of large, complex global programs, clarity of coverage will be 
increasingly important, not just at the master-policy level but also at the locally 
admitted level. International commercial contracts can include specific insurance 
requirements that could also impact program design, including localized higher 
liability limits.

�� Businesses are experiencing complex claims in a widening array of geographies, 
requiring a close examination of necessary local coverage.  

�� Several major carriers have issued new international casualty policy forms and 
most others seek to include extensions that refine coverage intent. Depending on 
the extent of the need, coverage can be made available through alternative risk 
structures, captives or manuscript policy forms. 
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Product recall

Key takeaway
As the product recall 
marketplace grows more 
sophisticated, companies are 
increasingly evaluating their 
worst-case scenarios and how 
coverage can support their 
balance sheets should their 
reputations come under fire 
due to a recall event.

Rate predictions
Flat to +5%

Contact
Brandon Sielen
National Product Recall Broking 
Specialist
+1 602 787 6058
brandon.sielen@
willistowerswatson.com 

Kevin Velan
National Product Recall Broking 
Specialist
+1 312 288 7140
kevin.velan@ 
willistowerswatson.com 

Contracts increasingly require suppliers to include recall coverage in their 
insurance portfolios.

�� Retailers and distributors, including grocery chains, are more cognizant of recall 
exposures impacting store sales.

�� Auto manufacturers are passing recall responsibility down to tier I and II supply 
companies.

Loss activity has leveled off over the past year.

�� Except in the life science industries, the frequency of recalls has tapered off 
following a very active 2017.

�� Loss severity continues to give the marketplace angst, with out-sized events 
becoming more common in the food ingredient and meat spaces. 

�� Foreign material contaminations are occurring more frequently among companies 
governed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

�� National Highway Traffic Safety Administration recalls are down, although 
automobile manufacturers (a.k.a. original equipment manufacturers – OEMs) 
continue to struggle with airbag issues.

Navigating a hardening product recall marketplace will prove challenging, but 
also presents opportunity.

�� Carriers rarely deploy their full capacity on any given risk and will often seek 
larger retentions.

�� Carriers continue to balance their overall risk portfolio.

�� Spreading risk is commonplace, with quota shared placements becoming more 
prevalent. 

�� All of this means that it is wise to conduct thorough review of the entire global 
product recall marketplace when renewing coverage or considering it for the first 
time

mailto:brandon.sielen@willistowerswatson.com  
mailto:brandon.sielen@willistowerswatson.com  
mailto:kevin.velan@ willistowerswatson.com 
mailto:kevin.velan@ willistowerswatson.com 
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Cyber risk

Most cyber renewals for both primary and excess cover are averaging single-
digit increases. 

�� Insurers have tightened pricing and retention guidelines for companies that have 
not addressed vulnerabilities. 

�� With claim activity or recent incidents, increases may be higher. 

�� Retentions can vary greatly based on industry class, size of organization and 
particular exposures. Where organizations have demonstrated increased levels 
of security and internal policy controls, underwriters have offered premium 
decreases. Increased competition in the marketplace has also played a role as 
insurers fight to write the better risks. 

�� Excess capacity is very competitively priced, often 60% below the underlying 
primary rate. 

Cyber capacity is plentiful even as insurance losses continue to rise. 

�� According to the 2018 Cyber Risk Outlook prepared by the University of 
Cambridge, cyber risk is becoming increasingly international. Cyber losses are 
being reported in almost every country of the industrialized world according to 
the RMS Cyber Loss Experience Database, a compilation of all known hacks, 
attacks, accidents and malware incidents. 

�� The human element continues to be the leading cause of cyber loss, representing 
61% of the claims included in our 2017-18 Reported Claims Index.

�� The costs associated with managing cyber and privacy claims, including forensic 
investigations and defending regulatory actions with associated fines, are on the 
rise.

�� Given some recent high-profile breaches, clients need to be more aware of 
potential issues they face related to M&A activity. This highlights the need for 
companies going through the acquisition process to engage their IT staff early in 
the process to evaluate risks.  The potential harm, both from a reputational and 
financial perspective, could have a significant impact on the business to the point 
of undermining the potential value of the merger/acquisition.

�� There is a steady increase in capacity, with U.S., London, Bermuda and Asian 
markets providing aggregate limits of up to $600 million in some cases. 

Key takeaway
Despite growing loss activity 
and the expansion of cyber 
exposures due to regulatory 
and statutory actions, global 
cyber insurance capacity 
continues to grow.  This keeps 
rates relatively stable and 
allows for coverage expansion, 
especially for organizations 
that can differentiate 
themselves due to investments 
in security and privacy 
protection and vigilance about 
the human element of cyber 
risk.

Rate predictions
–3% to +5%

Contact
Joe DePaul  
National Cyber/E&O Practice 
Leader 
+1 973 829 2972 
joe.depaul@ 
willistowerswatson.com
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Coverage continues to evolve and expand to cover regulatory risk, reputational 
damage, forensic accounting and gap exposures. 

�� The E.U. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect in May 2018, 
and the California Consumer Privacy Act will go into effect in 2020. We have 
seen cyber markets more affirmatively address coverage for claims stemming 
from the GDPR and for claims anticipated under the California Consumer Privacy 
Act. Markets are also offering expanded wrongful collection coverage largely in 
response to these regulations.

�� Other coverage expansions include forensic accounting coverage, reputational 
damage coverage and reinstatement of limits provisions in certain industries.

�� Cyber carriers are now beginning to offer business interruption/system failure 
coverage for outsourced providers that fall under critical infrastructure (cable, 
internet, utilities) — previously a non-starter for carriers. They have, however, 
heard enough requests from clients and are providing solutions, in the form of 
small sub-limits, to help address these exposures.

�� Cyber underwriters are working more closely than ever with their counterparts in 
other lines. Cyber and property underwriters in particular are combining forces 
as carriers continue to expand their coverage offerings in business interruption. 
Given the experience and understanding of how business interruption losses play 
out, it is a natural pairing that should help cyber underwriters understand what 
they face in claim scenarios.

Carriers are growing increasingly sophisticated in their underwriting. 

�� Carriers continue to focus on better management of limits deployed on programs, 
with many offering no more than $10 million on a given placement. Some carriers 
will consider deploying additional limits but may require significant retentions to 
do so. 

�� Insurers are exploring data analytics partnerships with InsurTech and FinTech 
firms in an effort to gather and optimize exposure data, allowing underwriters 
to assess how organizations and their employees handle sensitive data. 
Underwriters want to understand an organization’s cyber culture; this can offer 
opportunities for buyers to differentiate themselves if they are developing holistic 
approaches to cyber risk across people, capital and technology. 

�� Carriers continue to accept manuscript applications and conference calls in lieu 
of standard applications. This has led to more competitive pricing due to the 
increased amount of information provided
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Directors and officers liability

Key takeaway
The market has generally 
firmed, but is not hard. 
Overall, capacity remains 
available and, if the price is 
right, willing. Competition 
will sometimes temper rate 
pressure opportunistically, but 
the market has largely followed 
the leaders on rate-increase 
strategies for primary and 
lower excess layers.

Rate predictions
Overall: Flat to +10%

Public company — primary: 
+5% to +20%

Public company — excess-lower 
layers: +5% to +10% 

Public company — excess 
higher layers: Flat to +5%

Private and not-for-profit:  
Flat to +15%

Side-A/DIC: –5% to +5%

Financial institutions — public: 
Flat to +5% 

Financial Institutions — private: 
Flat to +2.5%

Contact
Rob Yellen
FINEX North America
+1 212 915 7919
robert.yellen@
willistowerswatson.com 

Few directors and officers (D&O) placements will receive pricing reductions. 
Increases are more likely, but usually manageable.

�� Competition: Leading insurers have demonstrated effective discipline and are 
more conservatively deploying capacity in the face of profitability challenges. 
London market appetite for D&O (including U.S. publicly traded D&O) has waned. 
As rates firm, however, the potential for renewed competitive pressure increases. 

�� Support of incumbent carriers versus marketing: 2019 renewals may challenge 
the more price-sensitive buyers in their support of incumbent insurers. If 
achieving the most competitive pricing is the primary goal, then go to market. 
As reflected in our 2018 Management Liability (Directors and Officers) U.S. 
Survey, insurer quality (financial strength and coverage expertise) and long-term 
relationships matter, so that may mean paying slightly more premium. 

�� Private and not-for-profit companies: Financial health and industry matter. 
Financially distressed firms, companies in volatile or emerging industries and 
firms that have anti-trust exposures will likely continue to see premium increases, 
higher retentions and/or coverage restrictions.

�� Excess: The high cost of defending claims is, now more than ever, putting lower 
excess D&O insurers “in the burn layer.” Pricing for lower excess is seeing 
more pressure than last year. We expect continued upward rate pressure from 
incumbent, low-excess insurers. 

�� Side-A/DIC: While we are still likely to see competition-driven pricing based on 
the profitability of the product, for many programs flat is a good result. However, 
there are some programs still seeing declines — especially when underlying 
coverage is broadened to lessen the likelihood of a DIC drop down. 

Underwriting discipline may mean more active responses to loss drivers. 

�� Securities class actions (SCAs): Frequency trends remain at historically high 
levels. It’s too early to tell if this is a new normal. The severity of losses could 
worsen as relatively higher stock prices could produce precipitous stock drops. 
Also, more merger and acquisition suits surviving the transaction effective date 
could drive up losses. Result: Heightened pricing pressure. 

�� Cyber and privacy: Social accountability, social media’s impact (e.g., #MeToo), 
privacy compliance risks and dynamic cybersecurity risks could put pressure on 
terms. Privacy issues are blurring the lines between cyber insurance and D&O 
insurance, creating D&O insurer concerns.

�� IPOs: These risks continue to be harder to place as insurers monitor the impact 
of the SCOTUS decision in Cyan, Inc. v. Beaver County. However, as the scarcity 
of capacity for offerings pushes rates and terms, we may find opportunistic 
carriers willing to step in — for the right price. 

�� Coverage: New products and features will continue to be offered. New features 
are likely, but meaningful improvements may come with a price. Areas of focus 
are likely to include investigation coverage, social media, crisis and reputation 
protection, #MeToo-related and Side-A DIC enhancements.
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Employment practices liability

U.S. companies may have to start reporting pay data.

�� Recently, a federal judge in D.C. reinstated a pay data reporting rule that will 
require organizations with 100 or more employees to report to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) how much workers are paid, 
broken down by sex, race and ethnicity — possibly as soon as May 31. 

�� While the demographic data provided to the EEOC is confidential, and the pay 
data would be too, the effort of organizations to review and report their data has 
the potential of identifying gaps and leading to change. With change comes the 
risk of increased litigation. 

�� Further, with this new data, the EEOC may ramp up litigation against those 
organizations that have a pay gap.

The #MeToo movement has evolved into employee activism.

�� The #MeToo movement started as a means of calling out sexual harassment and 
holding individuals and organizations accountable. 

�� Recent events in which employees walked out of their places of work in response 
to the way organizations handle sexual harassment matters have sparked a new 
type of activism. Employees are feeling emboldened and are speaking their minds 
with greater regularity. 

�� In EPL terms, we are entering an era where the culture of an organization will 
be scrutinized. Organizational leaders and boards need to be prepared to avoid 
litigation

California exposure is becoming more difficult to underwrite.

�� Increased employee-friendly legislation and a plaintiff-friendly judicial system 
continue to make California a landmine field when it comes to EPL exposures.

�� Carriers that are continuing to underwrite California exposures are treading 
carefully.

�� Other carriers have increased retentions for California exposures and some have 
pulled out altogether.

Key takeaway
As legislation related to 
sexual harassment and pay 
equity continues to evolve, 
organizations should expect 
increased scrutiny of internal 
policies and procedures — and 
higher retentions for middle 
market companies and all 
California-based organizations.

Rate predictions
Overall: Flat to +5% 

California: +5% to +10% 

Contact
Talene M. Carter
National Employment Practices 
Liability Product Leader
FINEX North America
+1 212 915 8721 
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Errors and omissions

Traditional E&O market capacity continues to erode as carriers focus on 
underwriting pure cyber risk. 

�� We expect modest price increases for clients with significant professional 
services offerings. 

Insureds should review their E&O exposure and existing coverage as part of 
their strategy to address growing cyber exposures. 

�� Contractual requirements continue to drive requests for E&O coverage. 

�� Companies should review the limitation of liability and indemnification clauses 
in their customer contracts, as underwriters are more closely scrutinizing these 
provisions, especially as they relate to unforeseen cyber risk exposure. 

�� Furthermore, as a best practice, when insurance is required in a customer 
contract, the type of insurance (E&O and/or cyber) should be specified. 

�� Companies should review customer use policies and guarantees regarding any 
estimated or guaranteed service availability. 

Carriers are growing increasingly sophisticated in their underwriting. 

�� Insurers have tightened pricing and retention guidelines for companies offering 
just-in-time services or guaranteed uptime or output time in their service 
contracts. 

�� Certain carriers are limiting or restricting certain classes of business, especially 
when they involve consulting and certification services in the medical arena, in 
response to large recent claims. 

�� Carriers are reviewing and examining their exposure to intellectual property 
risk and are reviewing insureds’ intellectual property clearance procedures to 
understand the risk of third-party intellectual property claims. 

�� Although carriers continue to accept manuscript policies to directly address 
professional services risk, they are beginning to increase premiums for these 
policies. 

�� Carriers are being more aggressive in writing technology E&O for companies with 
under $1 billion of annual revenues

Key takeaway
As professional services 
firms continue to leverage 
technology, E&O claims 
alleging a failure to properly 
render those services are 
increasingly overlapping with 
traditional cyber coverages

Rate predictions
+5% to +10%

Contact
Joe DePaul  
National Cyber/E&O Practice 
Leader 
+1 973 829 2972 
joe.depaul@ 
willistowerswatson.com 
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Fidelity/crime

Social engineering and impersonation fraud continue to plague the fidelity and 
crime market.  

�� Crime underwriters continue to see a high frequency of these losses, particularly 
in the mid-market space. 

�� While some lead markets have afforded larger limits for this exposure, the 
continued loss frequency has made the ability to obtain large limits for social 
engineering coverage elusive for most insureds, particularly in the commercial 
crime space. 

�� Strong authentication measures and internal controls are key to obtaining 
meaningful limits.

Court decisions in Medidata Solutions, Inc. v. Federal Insurance Company and 
Am. Tooling Center, Inc. v. Travelers Cas. & Surety Co. have caused the market 
to take a step back and pause to consider policy wordings.   

�� The Second Circuit, applying New York law, ruled that Medidata was entitled 
to crime insurance coverage and that the computer fraud section of the policy 
provided coverage for a social engineering scheme.  

�� Similarly, the Sixth Circuit, applying Michigan law, reversed a prior ruling in favor 
of the insurance company and said that Travelers owed American Tooling money 
it lost as a result of such a scheme.  

�� In both cases, the computer fraud insuring agreement, previously viewed as 
limiting coverage to hacking events as opposed to an insider being duped, 
was broad enough to provide coverage for losses involving social engineering 
incidents.  

The market has reacted, and leading carriers are amending policy language to 
specify that the computer fraud insuring clause is not intended to cover social 
engineering schemes.

�� Email hijacking, phishing schemes and malware attacks against both the insured 
and third-party vendors — including an increase in social engineering schemes 
aimed at 401(k) plan participants —are causing an increase in the frequency of 
social engineering losses. 

�� The market continues to offer affirmative grants of coverage for social 
engineering, though language is being added that dictates which insuring 
agreement of the policy will respond.

�� Strong internal controls, strong vendor controls and employee training are vital to 
mitigating the impact of these losses.

�� Separate social engineering questionnaires are still being required, and coverage 
language continues to vary by carrier.

Key takeaway
Large losses are impacting 
markets in both the U.S. and 
London, and the schemes 
being perpetrated continue to 
evolve and test the ability of 
the coverage to respond

Rate predictions
Flat to +5%

Contact
Kari Ann Costa
Fidelity Thought and Product 
Leader
+1 617 351 7533
kari.costa@ 
willistowerswatson.com
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Due to the potential intersection of coverage between fidelity/crime policies 
and other (cyber, kidnap & ransom) policies, organizations are looking to their 
brokers to evaluate their exposure and determine which policies are most likely 
to apply. Carriers are starting to impose restrictive language to specify which 
policy should respond.

�� In general, for losses involving funds or tangible property, insureds should look to 
their fidelity/crime policy.

�� For losses involving theft or loss of intangible assets, such as data, insureds 
should look to their cyber policy first.

�� For ransomware attacks and the like, a K&R (special crime) policy may provide 
some coverage as well.

Fidelity/crime coverage is being employed to address exposures related to 
crypto currency and other digital assets.

�� Traditional policy wording may not be adequate.

�� The marketplace finds these exposures to be uniquely challenging and as a result 
underwriting is vigorous.
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Fiduciary

Key takeaway
Fee and investment suitability-
related litigation and 
proprietary fund exposure 
continue to put pressure on 
this segment.

Rate predictions
Overall: –5% to +5%

Commercial companies with 
plan assets exceeding $1B 
or large concentrations of 
company stock in benefit plans: 
Flat to +12.5%

Other commercial companies: 
–5% to +5%

Financial institutions with 
proprietary fund exposure:  
Flat to +30% 

Financial institutions without 
proprietary fund exposure:  
Flat to +5%

Employee (ESOP) owned firms: 
+5% to +10%

Universities and hospitals:  
Flat to +12.5%

Other commercial private and 
not-for-profit (NFP) entities:  
–3% to +5%

Contact
Rob Yellen
FINEX North America
+1 212 915 7919
robert.yellen@
willistowerswatson.com

Continue to expect stable pricing except on challenged classes.

�� Stable capacity — The fiduciary market remains competitive, with over $500 
million in advertised capacity. Financial institutions with proprietary funds in their 
plans, however, may not easily find willing capacity.  

�� Primary market concentration (large and complex) — A few carriers continue to 
lead most large programs, with others willing to be opportunistic and competitive. 
This concentration heightens difficulties for risk segments deemed challenged, 
such as primary capacity for financial institutions with proprietary funds within 
sponsored plans.

�� Blended coverage (small and medium-sized private and NFP enterprises) — Most 
small to mid-sized private/NFP companies continue to buy fiduciary liability 
coverage as part of an executive risk package policy, generally offered by many 
carriers.

�� Rate — Premiums and retentions are generally close to flat with some extreme 
pockets of firming (proprietary fund exposure). Opportunistic players may see 
post-claim plans as better risks and increase competition. Excess rates remain 
very competitive. Material changes in plan assets, specifically, employer stock, 
may result in increases in premium (and the securities retention for publicly traded 
companies). Church plans, universities and public plans likely will continue to see 
increased rate pressure.

Coverage terms are generally stable as well.

�� Challenged classes — Carriers are looking to either heighten attachment points or 
seek restrictions, or both. See below regarding financial institutions.  

�� Regulatory dynamics — While fiduciary risk has included heightened regulatory 
uncertainty and change — such as new privacy laws, including the EU’s GDPR — 
we have not seen carrier innovation to address these risks to the extent we have 
elsewhere in financial lines.  
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Key loss drivers causing upward rate pressure. 

�� Fees/suitability claims — These cases allege that fees paid to financial institutions 
have eroded employee retirement plan assets and less expensive, non-proprietary 
investment options should have been offered. Originally a very large retirement 
plan and plan sponsor issue, the exposure now includes more plans, record 
keepers and fund managers. These cases continue to drive severity and, 
correspondingly, available limits. A wave of 403(b) fee cases has carriers looking 
more cautiously at the higher education and health care industries. Plaintiffs are 
now pushing for jury trials, which could adversely impact awards and settlements.

�� Financial institutions with proprietary fund exposure — Insureds with proprietary 
funds in their plans will face the most challenging renewals in 2019; outliers have 
seen increases exceeding 30%.  

�� Already been sued? Although it may seem counterintuitive, a financial institution 
that has already been sued may be seen as a better risk to a new insurer. 
Incumbent insurers adjusting a claim will want a premium increase.

�� No such claim yet? Claims-free may not be seen as a good thing. Insurers 
believe that for financial institutions with proprietary funds in their plans, it 
is only a matter of time before a proprietary fund-related claim will be made. 
Accordingly, renewal terms from the incumbent will likely look to push rates and 
restrict terms. Also, there could be very limited interest from other insurers.

�� At least one leading insurer has been looking to broadly exclude this exposure 
without any premium credit.

�� Law — Supreme Court rulings have heightened fiduciary risk. ESOP plan 
fiduciaries no longer get a presumption of prudence when investing in employer 
securities, and plan fiduciaries have a continuing duty to monitor trust investments 
and remove imprudent ones.

�� Are limits adequate? In an environment of rising frequency and severity, buyers 
should evaluate whether their limits are adequate for their exposure. Analytical 
tools now available, in addition to peer benchmarking, can be instrumental in that 
evaluation.

�� Regulation and enforcement uncertainty — With the DOL’s Fiduciary Rule vacated, 
the SEC proposed a new rule, known as the Best Interest Rule. The rule does not 
define “best interest,” but it does provide a safe harbor if certain criteria are met. 
Until the dust settles, the heightened risk will continue to be a challenge. 

�� Governance — Developments in plan governance have heightened fiduciary 
exposure to potential sanctions, correction expenses and litigation. IRS 
Determination Letters, once extensively relied upon by plan sponsors to ensure 
that a plan document complied in form with the tax qualification requirements, are 
no longer issued in most circumstances. Today’s employers must navigate this 
regulatory change and ambiguity without IRS validation.  
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Health care professional lability

Key takeaway
The health care professional 
liability market continues 
to grapple with a variety 
of disruptive elements on 
multiple fronts. Technological 
advancements are changing 
exposures, necessitating more 
dialogue and engagement 
with carriers. Underwriting 
metrics are driving a firming 
marketplace, and buyers 
should be prepared for more 
protracted and detailed 
negotiations requiring forward 
planning and longer timelines.

Rate predictions
Entity medical malpractice:  
Flat to +10% 

Physicians medical malpractice: 
Flat to +5%

Managed care errors & 
omissions: 
Blues plans: +10% to +30%

All other: Flat to +5%

Contact
Kirsten E. Beasley 
Head of Health Care Broking, 
North America 
+1 441 278 0099 
kirsten.beasley@
willistowerswatson.com

Health care carrier P&L metrics are under increasing pressure against the 
backdrop of a shrinking premium pool.

�� Medical malpractice accident year and calendar year loss ratios are increasing. 
They are currently at approximately 80%.

�� Expense ratios within the medical professional lines have risen steadily over the 
past five years, contributing to combined ratios in excess of 100% since at least 
2015.

�� Frequency of severity trend is rising, as evidenced by an increasing number of 
$25+ million mega-verdicts (17 in 2018). 

Source: Conning Report

Technology is having a substantial impact on the health care industry. 

�� The proliferation of eHealth tools and solutions is changing health care delivery 
and creating new areas of liability and regulatory scrutiny. 

�� Buyers will need to understand new and evolving technologies and their potential 
impact on their risk profile and the insurance coverage needed. Examples 
include additive manufacturing (3D printing), artificial intelligence, mobile eHealth 
applications and secondary data use and transmission.

�� Underwriting focus on the impact of technology is burgeoning and will require 
submission materials and underwriting presentations that can address carriers’ 
interests and concerns.

Medical malpractice program structures are frequently in flux. 

�� Carriers are reviewing their deployment of capacity on any one tower of coverage, 
and there are signs that $25 million tranches will be gradually more difficult to 
attain and maintain.

�� Underwriting rigor is increasing as carriers are requiring more detailed data in 
submissions.

�� Expect terms and conditions to be scrutinized by carriers, particularly in high 
focus areas: opioids, sexual abuse, cyber, etc. 

�� We expect continued pressure on rate in most health care segments.
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Senior living and long-term care

Key takeaway
The heated litigation 
environment continues to 
drive increased severity as 
underwriters focus on quality 
providers with strong clinical 
risk and claims management 
programs in their search for 
rate adequacy and right-sized 
retentions.

Rate predictions
+5 to +30%

Contact
John Atkinson
Managing Director, Leader, 
Senior Living and Long-Term-
Care Centers of Excellence
+1 312 288 7280
john.atkinson@
willistowerswatson.com

Michael Pokora
Managing Director, Leader, 
Senior Living and Long-Term-
Care Centers of Excellence
+1 312 288 7409
michael.pokora@
willistowerswatson.com

Continued pressure on profitability is hardening the marketplace, bringing 
greater volatility, underwriting scrutiny and a focus on hot-spot venues. 

�� A back-to-basics approach means more detailed submissions, face-to-face 
meetings with underwriters, thorough supplemental information, clinical and data 
risk analytics and longer lead times to obtain quotations.  

�� Underwriters are delving deeper to evaluate operators’ policies and procedures 
involving high-profile risks, including falls, elopement and resident abuse.

�� As carriers exit this space or re-underwrite their books, they are hyper-focused 
on troubled venues where severity and frequency trends are more pronounced. 

�� Retentions (deductible or self-insured retentions) are on the rise.  

�� More clients are considering captive solutions and creative ways to drive down 
the cost of risk while maintaining compliance with lender and other stakeholder 
requirements. 

�� Capacity is entering the space and proving competitive on selective accounts, 
although the new underwriters’ appetites are limited and their approach cautious. 

�� We see strong competition for insureds with more stable loss experience. 

�� Owners are reducing the volatility of their managers’ insurance expense by 
securing insurance on behalf of those operating their assets. 

Several factors are creating emerging risks in the sector.

�� Class-action lawsuits focused on anti-consumer, staffing, marketing and ADA 
violations could be coming in more states.

�� Expanded litigation beyond urban areas is affecting results in suburban and 
exurban venues more dramatically.

�� As the industry struggles with employee retention, the full employment economy 
in many regions accelerates staff turnover. Turnover disrupts continuity of care, 
proper compliance, good documentation and detailed record keeping. In turn this 
increases litigation, inflating defense expenses and the cost of claim resolutions.     

�� Natural disasters, including wildfires, catastrophic storms and flooding, are 
drawing underwriter attention to disaster preparedness. 

�� Although occupancy challenges have dampened M&A in the sector, significant 
activity persists and a focus on due diligence, vetting policies and procedures, 
and mitigating turnover is critical to making sure combinations succeed. 
Underwriters will still focus on pre-acquisition loss history on assets that are in 
play.
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Increasing claim frequency and severity trends are putting pressure on carrier 
loss ratios, driving rate, pushing increased retentions and adding scrutiny to the 
underwriting process.

�� Recent studies indicate assisted living and memory care communities are 
averaging higher severity losses than those in skilled nursing facilities. Buyers will 
need to keep a keen eye on verdicts, settlements, class action matters and the 
evolution of tort conditions in various venues.

�� Carriers are focusing more on management of falls, memory care and 
prescription drugs.

�� Carriers have begun to restrict coverage grants, such as most favorable venue 
endorsements for punitive damages and are adding coverage triggers that allow 
defense costs to erode primary limits of insurance.

�� Several states are seeing significant rate increases, including California, Illinois 
(Cook and the collar counties) and Florida.

�� Natural disaster losses are negatively impacting property pricing and coverage 
grants.

�� Auto and cyber lines of business are also under pressure due to adverse 
experience.

�� Expect terms and conditions to come under increasing scrutiny from carriers in 
high focus areas.
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Aerospace

Key takeaway
Over the past year, long 
anticipated rate increases 
have become reality as 
a result of experienced 
insurers withdrawing from the 
market, underwriters getting 
laid off and more focused 
underwriting discipline. 
Buyers should be prepared 
to differentiate themselves 
in order to achieve the most 
competitive pricing.

Rate predictions
Airlines: +5% to +10%

Financial institutions: 
Flat to +10%

Products: Flat to +10%

Airports and municipalities: 
+5% to +10%

General aviation: +5% to +15%

Space: –10 % to flat

Contact
Jason Saunders
Senior Director, Aerospace — 
North America
+1 404 224 5054
jason.saunders@
willistowerswatson.com

Airlines: Capacity remains adequate, but rates have begun to harden.

�� While there is still plenty of available capacity, market withdrawals and merger 
activity among insurers are putting pressure on total available capacity. 

�� Worldwide premiums over the last several years have been mostly insufficient to 
cover underwriters’ payments on large or catastrophic losses.

�� Accounts with growth and favorable loss history can expect single-digit rate 
increases, while accounts with little or no growth and favorable loss ratios will see 
double-digit increases. Accounts with unfavorable loss ratios should expect much 
higher rate increases. 

�� Following excess market pricing has increased faster than the lead pricing, 
narrowing the vertical spread.

�� Attritional losses and hull losses have outstripped premium over the last several 
years and underwriters are looking to get their base premiums to a sustainable 
level. 

�� Losses in 2018 have surpassed 2017 levels in terms of frequency and severity. 

�� Already in 2019 we have seen several high-profile losses, which will only 
strengthen underwriter resolve.

Aircraft lessors/banks: This segment is relatively stable for buyers, most of whom 
have loss-free programs, with ample capacity readily available from both domestic 
and international insurers. Some price firming exists on programs with claims or with 
high valued hulls.

�� The insurance marketplace for aircraft leasing companies, banks and trading 
groups remains competitive. Capacity is abundant, with insurers prepared to 
compete for market share due to the long-term profitability of this class.

�� The impact of reduced capacity and a tougher pricing environment in the wider 
aviation market may result in flatter pricing going forward; nevertheless, we 
expect this sector to remain a buyer’s market.

�� Specific market losses have affected rates, mostly limited to ancillary hull war 
coverage, which is experiencing significant increases.

Product manufacturers and service providers: This segment remains stable for 
buyers who have loss-free programs, with capacity readily available from both 
domestic and international insurers for non-critical manufacturers. We do, however, 
anticipate further market resolve from underwriters on airframe/engine and flight-
critical component manufacturers.

�� In recent years, we have seen some large loss reserves and payments that 
are affecting the overall profitability of product manufacturer and service 
provider portfolios, and this is likely to be further exacerbated by recent aircraft 
groundings.
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�� After seeing initial signs of market hardening in Q4 2018, especially from the 
international markets based in London and continental Europe, we expect 
reductions in premium to be less common, especially from the incumbent carriers. 

�� Insurers are reviewing rating levels carefully, with a desire to see upward 
movement across the portfolio. The focus going forward is market profitability 
rather than premium income and market share.

�� Unless the exposure justifies a risk-adjusted reduction in premium, many buyers 
will find it difficult to achieve pricing reductions.

Airports and municipalities: This segment is experiencing a distinct hardening trend.

�� A few clients continue to enjoy pre-hardening (i.e., soft) pricing as their multi-year 
contracts close out.

�� Almost no new multi-year deals are being offered now, if any.

�� A few shock losses have shaken the market.

�� Excess layers over a working layer are increasingly attractive to insurers and are 
more competitively priced.

�� Marketing is apt to be necessary if municipal boards are to benefit from 
competitive options.

General aviation: The market is hardening quicker than other aviation segments due 
to loss activity and premiums well below the attritional loss level. 

�� Several markets, both domestic and international, have withdrawn capacity, with 
helicopters being the hardest hit due to a number of significant losses over the 
past year.

�� Reductions seem to be a thing of the past, and most markets are pushing for small 
increases on profitable accounts and significant increases on accounts with loss 
activity.

�� Presenting new and creative approaches, an attractive narrative and considering 
alternative insurers can benefit clients in this changing market.

�� Market conditions are stimulating innovation in the use of excess policies, 
retention structures and swing protections.

Space: Technology advancements and new applications have created a vibrant 
business environment for the space sector and space insurers continue to adapt. 

�� The highly competitive space insurance market continues to be attractive to the 
insurance buyer. 

�� 2017 catastrophes and a number of claims and anomalies within the space sector 
in the first half of 2018 have failed to stem the tide of rate reductions.

�� Significant overcapacity continues, with more capacity emerging during the 
second half of 2018.

�� Oversupply of insurance continues to be a primary driver in dropping premium 
rates for both launch and in-orbit risks to their current all-time lows.
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Cargo

Key takeaway
With an increase in frequency 
and severity of cargo claims 
over the past several years 
the market has become less 
predictable and underwriters 
are scrutinizing risks more 
closely to improve profitability.

Rate predictions
+2.5% to +7.5% (good loss 
experience)

+7.5% to +15% (marginal/poor 
loss experience)

Contact
Anthony DiPasquale
Practice Leader, Cargo and 
Logistics
Marine North America
+1 212 915 8591
anthony.dipasquale@
willistowerswatson.com

The market is currently holding rates and, in many instances, seeking increases 
as a result of catastrophic claim events.

�� Loss events, including Tanjin, Thai floods, Atlantic hurricanes, California wildfires, 
earthquakes and large vessel incidents have brought upward pressure on 
prices. Some industries have been hit especially hard: automobiles, life sciences, 
pharmaceuticals, aerospace and soft commodities.

�� Reductions are difficult to achieve without a thorough marketing exercise.

�� Profitability continues to erode due to rising catastrophic claims, with increases in 
frequency and severity, and high operating expenses. 

�� Lead insurers are revisiting their strategy and risk appetite.  

There is still ample capacity available and new capacity continues to enter the 
U.S. market, though consolidation and current market conditions are beginning 
to limit the supply 

�� In Lloyd’s we see a tightening market, with some syndicates exiting the cargo 
space and increased focus on a healthier book rather than growth.

�� Stricter underwriting guidelines are leading to a more judicious deployment of 
capacity.

Broad manuscript policy terms are still achievable with greater underwriting 
focus on several factors:

�� Catastrophic risk for goods in storage

�� Broad wording for spoilage, deterioration and decay

�� Broad control of damaged goods cover, including “fear of loss”

�� Packing on high-tech machinery and equipment, as well as pharmaceutical and 
life science products

�� Security on high theft commodities, such as apparel and accessories, food and 
beverage commodities and pharmaceuticals

mailto:anthony.dipasquale@willistowerswatson.com
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Construction

Key takeaway
Contractors are faced with 
broadening contractual 
requirements and an increasingly 
discerning underwriting 
community. In preparing a 
strategic response, buyers should 
consider creative ideas, such as 
integrated risk placements or the 
use of alternative risk transfer 
techniques, including parametric 
solutions for addressing project 
risks stemming from extreme 
weather events.

Rate predictions
General liability: Flat to +10%

Workers compensation:  
–4% to +2%

Auto liability: +5% to +20%

Umbrella/excess liability: 
Umbrella: +5% to +10%;  
Excess: Flat to +5%

Builders risk: +5% to +10%

Professional liability: Flat to –5%

Project specific/controlled 
insurance programs: Flat to –5%; 
–10% to –5% for excess

Subcontractor default:  
+5% to +10% 

General liability (GL)

Carriers are becoming vocal about the sleeping giant that is GL and beginning to 
push for rate.

�� Emerging loss trends demonstrate an adverse shift in premises and operational 
risk results, which have typically been overshadowed by traditional long-tail 
completed operations losses. Accordingly, carriers are beginning to tighten 
their respective appetites, pushing for best-in-class-risks, as well as, extensive 
underwriting data and engineering information.

�� Combined ratio results remain top of mind as underwriters evaluate rate 
adequacy. Well-publicized challenges in auto liability have made GL subject to 
several cycles of suppressed pricing to help offset the rising auto rates. At the 
same time, however, legal expenses have continued to rise, plaintiff verdicts are 
delivering unprecedented outcomes, and catastrophe losses are putting pressure 
on carrier portfolios. The window to discount GL has mostly closed and we can 
expect greater scrutiny ahead.

�� Construction companies are diversifying operations more than ever while merger 
and acquisition activity is on the rise as well. Whether in a push for vertical 
integration, offering turnkey solutions or expanding capabilities to include design-
build services, construction firms are exploring ways to fortify client relationships. 
Insurers are cautiously receptive to these broadened operations, actively seeking 
greater understanding of their scope.  

�� Without proper due diligence, insureds could face policy restrictions, change in 
risk retention, or perhaps the need for stand-alone coverage.  

�� Comprehensive underwriting information is more critical than ever in the renewal 
process — including thorough descriptions of newly formed and/or acquired 
entities, loss experience and historical exposures. Carriers are increasingly 
employing predictive modeling to drive underwriting decisions, thus making 
accurate exposure data imperative.
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Auto liability

Auto liability remains the most challenging line for insureds.

�� Underwriting results have been sharply deteriorating since 2015 without a 
plateau in sight. While we see indications that years of auto rate increases are 
having a positive impact on carrier profitability and rate strategy, we don’t expect 
underwriters to take their foot off the gas just yet. Combined ratios for auto are 
well in excess of 100 for most carriers. Increased loss activity is still a factor, in 
both frequency and severity.

�� The robust economy is putting more vehicles on the road than ever before, 
and, as we would expect, increasing the frequency of accidents. Current 
low unemployment rates translate into driver shortages, most notably for 
transportation and construction firms. Companies are hiring less experienced 
drivers and insurers are seeing the unfortunate result.

�� More claims are being litigated, with verdict outcomes often in the seven- or 
eight-figure range. High-value verdicts stem from traumatic brain injury claims 
(TBI), negligent entrustment/driver selection and distracted driving. Furthermore, 
a rise in third-party litigation finance is encouraging lawsuits. 

�� Auto physical damage pricing is also encountering challenges. Comp/collision 
claims can escalate quickly due to increased technology in vehicles — a 
bumper is no longer just a bumper, it’s also a sensor and a camera. In addition 
to auto physical damage rate increases, auto physical damage deductibles for 
comprehensive and collision are also on the rise. 

�� While well-performing carriers had been willing to reduce workers compensation 
(WC) rates modestly to help offset auto rate increases, due to the growing 
concern on GL, carriers are less likely to do so now. 

Workers compensation

Workers compensation continues to exhibit positive results, relieving persistent 
challenges in auto liability and emerging trends in general liability. 

�� The line’s combined ratio has improved to its lowest level in over half a century.

�� NCCI has reported countrywide reductions in advisory rates, loss costs and 
assigned risk rates for five years running — decreasing 5.4% in 2017 and 9.6% in 
2018.

�� The most recent state filings resulted in decreases for all but one NCCI state 
(Louisiana). 

�� Even with state base rate reductions, most carriers are holding steady on 
discretionary credits and use of deviated filings for renewals and, further, offering 
competitive discounts to win new business.

�� Exceptions remain for California and New York, where carrier appetites (and 
historical results) still present challenges for buyers in the private marketplace.

�� These results are attributable in part to the marked increase in both the insurer’s 
and insured’s stake in managing risk, including use of managed care, enforcement 
of return-to-work programs, nurse triage, fee schedules and telehealth. 

Sources: NCCI State of the Line; NAIC’s Annual Statement Statutory; International Risk Management Institute, Inc. “The New 
Normal: Fundamental Changes in the Construction Market,” Hank Harris.

Contact
Bill Creedon
North America Industry Leader, 
Construction
+1 303 803 9125
bill.creedon@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Jim Dunlap
North American Construction 
Casualty Broking Leader
+1 312 288 7439
james.dunlap@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Keith Jurss
New England Construction & 
National Professional Liability 
Leader
+1 312 288 7263
keith.jurss@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Ryan Hucker
North American Builders Risk 
Broking Leader
+1 860 756 7322
ryan.hucker@ 
willistowerswatson.com
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Umbrella/excess liability

Construction umbrella and excess liability placements are expected to 
encounter challenges in 2019.

�� As with the umbrella marketplace across industries, construction underwriters are 
increasingly scrutinizing rate, capacity and attachment points and often adjusting 
one or more of those parameters, resulting in disruption to existing program 
structures and pricing. 

�� Generally, market appetites of umbrella carriers are narrowing. We expect these 
market challenges to have a greater impact on programs with unsupported 
umbrella programs (where the umbrella market does not also write the primary 
casualty program). 

�� While a focus in the broader umbrella market for some time now, auto fleet 
exposures and attachment points are seeing increased scrutiny in the 
construction space. Buffer auto liability programs are a potential response, 
although the buffer marketplace is very limited.

�� Typical capacity deployed in the lead umbrella position is decreasing. This 
phenomenon is in direct correlation to the increase in severity on primary auto 
and general liability losses. 

Controlled Insurance Programs (CIPs)

With rising capacity keeping up with increasing demand, we see pricing and 
terms becoming even more competitive in 2019. 

�� Rolling programs continue to be popular, helped by carrier creativity and flexibility. 
Examples of flexibility are pay-as-you-go (enroll) options and subscription 
programs. The volume in these types of programs tends to yield more competitive 
rates.

�� Dual-line CIPs continue, but general liability-only programs continue to trend — 
driven by low self- insured retentions and limited collateral requirements.

�� New York’s Labor Law remains a challenge for CIP market carriers due to 
subcontractor claim activity.
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Builders Risk

The North American builders risk market has started firming. The shift can be 
attributed to poor loss experience globally, coupled with a fixed/operational 
property market that is quickly hardening.  

�� In 2017 and 2018, the global builders risk marketplace experienced a rash 
of major insured losses. The majority of these were the result of natural 
catastrophes, many stemming from HIM (Harvey, Irma and Maria); others were 
the result of fire. We also saw several large losses related to paint protection in 
connection with liquid natural gas facilities in Australia.   

�� This loss experience, in concert with a decade of eroding marketing conditions, 
has reduced builders risk capacity in the London marketplace. Lloyd’s, for 
example, has seen several syndicates exit the construction marketplace entirely, 
equating to a loss of $202.5 million of probable maximum loss capacity. The 
reduction in capacity, which is currently estimated at $4.5 billion, has resulted in 
a surge in rates, as well as a restriction in coverage terms and conditions in the 
London marketplace.

�� The shift in market conditions is starting to be seen and felt in a number of 
different ways: increased underwriting scrutiny, a reduction in carrier appetite for 
projects with a heavy exposure to natural catastrophe, and/or unique means and 
methods (e.g., modular construction), an increase in rates, as well as tightening of 
terms and conditions (e.g., increased scrutiny regarding requests for the defective 
part via LEG 3, requirements for higher water damage deductibles, etc.).

�� Buyers should factor in the additional rate/surcharge that will likely be required 
at the time of binding. They should also start considering alternative program 
structures to ensure optimization of risk transfer at an acceptable cost.

Professional liability

Construction professional indemnity/liability remains competitive. 

�� Over a dozen carriers offer primary forms and a number of others provide either 
primary or excess coverage. Total U.S. capacity is now in excess of $300 million 
with an additional $150+ million available through London, Bermuda and other 
international markets. 

�� For contractors’ professional, we anticipate rates in 2019 to remain flat to –5% — 
or more with good loss experience. Many contractors have taken advantage of 
competitive market conditions and obtained increased limits with favorable terms.

�� Product enhancements are consistent with the evolution of technology, delivery 
methods and contractual terms and conditions. 

�� Protective indemnity and rectification coverages are now included in standard 
forms offered by key carriers, but terms and limits must be carefully analyzed as 
they can vary considerably from market to market. 

�� Defined technology services cover has become widely available in response to 
the changing exposures that technology has brought to the professional liability 
space. 
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�� For owners’ protective professional, increasing project values create a 
corresponding rise in professional liability risk and many contractors and design 
professionals do not carry limits that adequately address these now larger 
exposures. As a result, owners are routinely purchasing owners protective 
professional indemnity policies to allow for further project protection. 

�� Traditional project-specific professional liability policies covering all design risk 
on a job can still be obtained, but typically buyers prefer the cost efficiency that 
protective products provide. 

�� Interestingly, we are also seeing increased interest in owners protective 
professional for much smaller projects (down to $50 million), driven primarily by 
market capacity and the product’s cost effectiveness. 

Subcontractor default insurance

The subcontractor default insurance (SDI) market continued to expand in 2018, 
and carrier discussions point to further market entrants in 2019. 

�� Currently, six markets provide this coverage, with varying appetites and capacity 
of up to $75 million per loss. We expect that the increase in capacity, now eight 
years in the making, will support a competitive market in both pricing and terms.

�� Given that SDI policies renew every few years, buyers at renewal can expect 
single-digit increases.

�� In 2018, losses were led by residential risks and the generally high backlogs that 
subcontractors are holding — which are placing strains on subcontractors’ ability 
to perform from a labor and cash flow perspective. These trends are expected 
to impact placements with residential exposures, especially when adverse loss 
history is at play.

�� The cost of tail coverage is increasing, and the terms are shrinking in many cases. 
Over the past 12-18 months, most of the carriers’ coverage for tail, in particular, 
has been shortened on a year-over-year basis from inclusive of 10 years to 
inclusive of two or three years post-substantial completion. We have seen pricing 
increases of up to 20% on an additive basis to maintain tail coverage of 10 years, 
while some markets are declining to entertain (even at a price) the full 10 years.

�� Often the largest subcontracts, over $10 million, or the most unique subcontracts 
where few have performance experience, are being removed from the 
subcontractor default program due to selective bonding, carrier appetite or owner 
requirements.

�� Overall, however, there is now a robust subcontractor default marketplace, which 
provides contractors with multiple options. While we expect rates to remain 
fairly stable — except for buyers that have not yet renewed their programs 
under the new tail pricing structures — the competitive landscape offers buyers 
opportunities to broaden terms and conditions. 
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Energy
Downstream

Key takeaway
Downstream is a seller’s 
market for 2019.

Rate predictions
Average refinery:  
+12.5% to +15%

Non loss affected:  
double-digit increases 

Natural catastrophe claims 
affected: +20% upwards

Contact
Richard Burge
Head of Upstream Energy 
Broking
+44 2031 246462
richard.burge@
willistowerswatson.com

We are seeing a second wave of price escalation following last year’s modest 
increases.

�� Insurers are segmenting risks more regularly and, unlike a year ago, are prepared 
to walk away from business where risk quality and technical pricing are not 
adequate.

�� Management oversight and enforcement of underwriting standards and broader 
concerns around job security are driving underwriting discipline.

�� Underwriting decisions are increasingly based on rate adequacy, with exposure 
and past performance also key underwriting parameters.

�� Prototypical technology remains an area of underwriter caution given early-stage 
claims experience. 

�� We see many examples of insurers testing price tolerance by raising rates more 
aggressively than in the market at large, encouraged by firming rates at the end 
of 2018.

�� Program restructuring, re-engineering and access to global markets are helping 
to keep average price increases within single digits.

�� A considerable portion of claims are attributable to man-made losses.

The marketplace is evolving in several ways.

�� The fragmentation of specific regional markets has altered the competitive 
landscape, as insurers have closed local operations and centralized underwriting 
operations.

�� Greater management oversight through centralized underwriting is driving more 
underwriting discipline from insurers, especially in the major company market 
sector.

�� We are seeing an increase in the number of managing general agents, offering 
varied value propositions and the potential for long-term options. 

�� For risks requiring large loss limits, insurers are focused on their own 
requirements, with less concern over who leads the business.

�� European insurers are trying to find solutions that demonstrate continuity with 
core clients.

�� Greater forensic analysis around business interruption exposure with non-
damage business interruption coverages is receiving particular attention.
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Energy
Upstream

Key takeaway
Greater client differentiation 
and segmentation will be 
crucial as insurers look to 
rebalance portfolios and raise 
rates.

Rate predictions
+2.5% to +5%, greater for 
onshore

Contact
Steve Gillespie
Head of Downstream Energy 
Broking
+44 2031 248515
steve.gillespie@
willistowerswatson.com

Insurers are exploring price increases, although rises remain relatively modest.

�� There is an abundance of market capacity for most risks, with theoretical working 
capacity remaining around $6.5 billion for best-in-class risks.

�� Insurers are under less pressure to underwrite for premium income, with Lloyd’s 
imposing premium growth caps for new business.

�� Insurers no longer feel obliged to participate on every program they are offered and, 
in the light of business plan limitations, are deploying maximum capacity on fewer 
occasions.

�� Core business and clients with distinguished past performance are experiencing 
low to mid-single-digit increases with smaller business attracting larger increases.

�� Onshore exploration and production portfolios, including land rigs, are attracting 
more punitive rating increases; in some cases, double digits.

�� Smaller business, especially contractors, are also experiencing an uptick in pricing, in 
part associated with premiums moving from a low base starting position.

�� Clients in the midstream sector are seeing some change in pricing, as this market, 
which includes fracking operators, evolves.

�� The marketplace is demonstrating clear differences in attitude toward upstream 
offshore risks versus downstream energy risks.

�� Price corrections in facultative reinsurance have flowed through to the direct energy 
marketplace, particularly impacting major accounts highly leveraged by reinsurance.

�� Changes to minimum premiums for high-excess layers are having some effect on 
overall program costs.

A renewed focus on risk quality is leading insurers to act decisively and decline 
business where technical hurdles are not achieved.

�� Insurers are showing resolve as they continue to refrain from entertaining rate 
reductions.

�� The marketplace is leaning toward recognized sector leadership and a reduced 
willingness to follow insurers who lack sector authority and underwriting leadership. 

�� Buyers with exposure growth have better commercial negotiating opportunities.

�� Open market construction risks are experiencing greater pressure on rates than 
many other classes.

�� We see a noticeable shift by certain global insurers to focus on their own 
underwriting appetite rather than compete with peers to build market share.

�� Loss-affected risks are facing individual review, and adjustments in terms are more 
buyer-friendly than in prior periods when individual losses were aggregated across 
the market.

�� Historically high numbers of experienced underwriting personnel are seeking 
employment as some insurers exit the sector.

�� Long-standing client loyalty continues to be a key differentiator.
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Indications of a hardening market are developing with respect to coverage terms 
for several risk classes.

�� Carriers have seen a notable increase in lawsuits alleging third-party bodily injury. 
As pollution policies include a duty to defend even frivolous allegations, this trend 
has led carriers to re-evaluate these exposures for their site pollution coverages.   

�� Although the potential exposures of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances 
(PFAS) have been known for some time, recent discrepancies between state 
regulatory agencies regarding remediation approach and manifestation of various 
new claim types have created uncertainty over how carriers will or will not provide 
coverage for these constituents.

�� Carriers are focusing on the products and classes of business where they are the 
most profitable, reducing market competition for certain exposures.

�� High frequency and severity of loss are seen across all classes of business, 
especially for indoor air quality (IAQ) exposures.

�� Changes in regulations (e.g., storage tanks) are affecting environmental products 
utilized for financial assurance.

�� Coverage for IAQ and for known conditions (especially around development 
activities) continues to receive the most underwriting scrutiny.

�� For site pollution liability (PLL/EIL) cover, small rate decreases are available for 
buyers with no loss history, while loss experience or IAQ exposures may produce 
rate increases reaching double digits.

Changes in carrier ownership during 2018 may affect future underwriting 
philosophy and appetites.

�� The arrival of new entrants to the environmental marketplace slowed in 2018, 
reflecting a preference by some entities (insurance or capital markets) to acquire 
an existing book via merger or acquisition versus building from the ground up.

�� Mergers brought together carriers with differing environmental underwriting 
appetite and experience. We expect the merger partner with less (or none at all) 
environmental expertise to follow the lead of the more experienced partner.

�� Some transactions have brought an infusion of new capital to environmental 
carriers. It is unclear how profit expectations will affect short- and long-term 
underwriting appetites.

Carrier M&A has an impact on claim handling as well as marketplace appetite.

�� Carriers have different approaches to handling claims, even in cases where policy 
wordings are similar — the strictness with which the policy language is enforced, 
for example, can vary considerably. In the case of a merger, the culture of the 
acquiring company will usually come to dominate, and for insureds used to dealing 
with the acquired company, the claim experience may bring uncertainties.

Key takeaway
As underwriting appetites 
continue to change, buyers will 
need to be diligent to find the 
best carrier relationship and 
coverage.

Rate predictions
Contractors pollution liability: 
Flat to +10%

Site pollution liability (PLL/EIL): 
–5% to +10% 

Combined environmental + 
casualty/professional:  
+5% to +15%

Contact
Brian McBride
Environmental Broking Leader 
North America
+1 404 224 5126
brian.mcbride@
willistowerswatson.com

Environmental
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Insurers are adjusting policy language pertaining to cyber events that could be 
considered part of a ransom scenario.

�� All markets have now introduced a sub-limit for cyber extortion business 
interruption.

�� Most markets have already restricted overall policy coverage to reimbursement of 
ransom, crisis consultancy fees and expenses and limited special expenses, such 
as public relations.

�� Other insurance clauses have also been specified for coverage to apply in excess 
of any other valid and collectible insurance.

Interest in active shooter/assault coverage is growing.

�� Kidnap and ransom (K&R) markets as well as markets underwriting crisis 
management lines have shown increased interest in active shooter/assault 
coverage and begun offering customized solutions (either via endorsement or 
stand-alone policies) with a focus on post-incident crisis management support, 
legal liability, business interruption (as a result of both physical and non-physical 
damage) and indemnification of a variety of expenses.  

�� The solutions go beyond traditional terrorism or political violence coverage, and 
we are seeing (and developing) products with the ability to complement existing 
terrorism placements. 

The main drivers of kidnap are the continued decline of security and rule of law 
across numerous countries.

 Latin America

�� Mexico remains the most dangerous country in the world for kidnapping, with the 
country’s central and northern states continuing to have the highest kidnapping 
rates. 

�� The deterioration of the economic and political situations in Brazil and Venezuela 
will likely drive an increase in kidnappings and extortions.

�� Colombia poses a moderate threat of kidnapping as guerrillas, insurgents and 
paramilitaries continue to operate in the country’s hinterlands. 

Special contingency risks:
Kidnap and ransom (SCR)

Key takeaway
The special risks insurance 
markets continue to reduce 
their exposure to cyber 
extortion events.

Rate predictions
–5% to +5%

Contact
Philipp Seel
Special Contingency Risks, Inc.
+1 212 519 7202
seelp@scr-ltd.com

Nicholas Barry
Special Contingency Risks, Inc.
+1 212 519 7201
nicholas.barry@scr-ltd.com
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Middle East and North Africa

�� Libya’s political framework remains unstable, with militias controlling several parts 
of the country, ensuring a high level of risk to expatriates and locals.

�� Security in Mali’s northern and central regions remains poor, with several criminal 
and jihadist organizations, including al-Qaeda-affiliated groups, operating with 
increasing impunity. 

�� Yemen and Syria’s ongoing conflicts will continue to pose very high levels of 
kidnap threat.

�� In Iraq, criminal gangs and Islamic State Group cells continue to operate in 
disputed areas, kidnapping Iraqi locals, officials and foreign nationals.

Sub-Saharan Africa

�� In Nigeria, staff from mining, oil and development sectors face a rise in kidnap 
activity from insurgents, specifically in Borneo, Kaduna and Delta states.

�� The Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia and South Sudan are the countries 
of highest danger. 

South Asia

�� Kidnap for ransom is growing in Pakistan (particularly for foreign nationals of 
Pakistani origin) with recent cases in Punjab and Baluchistan states.

�� In Afghanistan, the Taliban continue to be the main threat to foreigners and locals.

�� In India, the abduction of wealthy business people’s family members will continue 
to be a moderate threat.

South East and East Asia

�� In the southern Philippines, specifically central and western Mindanao and the 
Sulu archipelago, the risk of kidnap of foreigners by the jihadist militant and piracy 
group, Abu Sayyaf, will remain a high risk.
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Marine hull and liability

Key takeaway
The marine market continues 
to harden – a trend we noted in 
2018 as the first hardening in 
many years.

Rate predictions
Hull: +5% to +15%

Marine liability: Flat to +10%

Excess liability: Flat to +10%

USL&H: Flat to +10%

Contact
Peter Austen
U.S. Marine Practice Leader
+1 610 254 5633
peter.austen@
willistowerswatson.com

In 2019, flat renewal pricing is now considered an unusual result, particularly 
for hull, and most markets are increasing rates for those with even perfect loss 
records. We expect this trend to continue throughout the year.  

�� For best renewal results, early planning and discussions are a must. 

�� Clients should also be prepared to sacrifice long-term relationships with their 
underwriters if they want to achieve optimal financial results.

The Lloyd’s hull market is taking a tough stance on renewals, which has 
influenced the U.S. domestic markets. 

�� The changing appetite in London and a demand for stricter underwriting discipline 
has encouraged the same in U.S. domestic markets.

�� While international “blue water” tonnage is feeling the strain of increasing rates, 
U.S. inland and coastal tonnage is still attractive to the domestic hull market, which 
has a robust appetite for premium. 

There remains ample capacity in the marine liability market in both the U.S. and 
in London. 

�� Most marine liability renewals are not seeing the same pressure for increases 
being felt in the hull markets.  

Marketplace consolidation is a key factor in changing marketplace conditions.

�� The Hartford purchase in August 2018 of Navigators, one of the largest U.S. 
markets for marine liabilities, is set to close shortly (at the time of this writing). 
Thus far we have not seen any dramatic change in philosophy or appetite for 
underwriting.

�� With this consolidation of markets, however, we expect competitive leverage will 
decrease. 

The London Lloyd’s market, a key player for U.S. marine risks, has recently seen 
several key syndicates cease underwriting.  

�� The remaining syndicates were asked by Lloyd’s management to provide business 
plans with a strategy for profitability. 

�� These developments have already resulted in a tightening of pricing, which is likely 
to continue into 2019.

Some underwriting capacity in the U.S. has expanded in 2019. 

�� This could have the effect of creating a better marketplace for clients as a 
response to the consolidation discussed above.
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Political risk

Key takeaway
Reassess. As the U.S. and 
foreign governments reassess 
their actions in a changing 
world, so too should American 
businesses regarding their 
geopolitical risk levels and 
mitigation strategies. Despite 
geopolitical tension being on 
the rise, the influx of capacity 
to the PRI market has kept 
rates stable for most.

Rate predictions
Most countries: Flat 

High-risk countries:  
+10% to +40%

Contact
Laura Burns
U.S. Political Risk Product 
Leader
+1 301 692 3053
laura.burns@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Political risks are elevated for multinational businesses in the current climate of 
shifting global alliances and evolving international trade regimes. 

�� Companies could be caught in the crosshairs of an increasingly confrontational 
geopolitical landscape exposing them to risks, such as sanctions, import/export 
embargo, revocation of licenses and selective discrimination. 

Geopolitical fault lines are prominent in places we would expect and in some we 
wouldn’t. 

�� Turkey’s purchase of the Russian S-400 missile system is a serious fault line 
with a NATO ally. If it continues to progress, sanctions, embargo, inability to 
export, and forced divestiture are some of the concerning policy implications 
multinational firms are thinking through.  

�� China is causing concern among investors as its economy slows. U.S. and China 
relations face tensions over trade tariffs, the South China Sea and China’s “Digital 
Silk Road.” How might the Chinese government treat American investors as these 
issues heat up?

�� Brexit is showcasing that political risks are possible in developed markets as well 
as emerging ones.

�� Middle East tensions remain sharp as intra-region friction between rivals such as 
Saudi Arabia and Iran continue to stoke conflict in Qatar and Yemen. 

�� Commodity-dependent countries such as Nigeria, Angola, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, 
Mozambique and Zambia are inspiring markets to be extremely cautious as some 
have seen currency inconvertibility/non-transfer losses.

�� Elections in Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, India, Tunisia, Indonesia, Philippines, 
Nigeria and Turkey may increase risk factors in those countries.

�� Venezuela is a case study from which investors can draw lessons. Recent claims 
demonstrate that geopolitical risk is not limited to certain industries (such as oil 
and gas) but applies to a wide variety of sectors, such as consumer products, 
manufacturing, food and beverage, etc. 

mailto:laura.burns%40willistowerswatson.com?subject=
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Losses are rising.

�� Political risk losses are on the rise; as a result, currency inconvertibility and non-
transfer continue to be popular political risk coverages. 

�� In the past, political risk losses have been infrequent but severe. Our claims data, 
supported by the results of our 2018 Political Risk survey, challenges the notion 
of infrequency and we can now expect greater frequency of meaningful claims 
activity.

New entrants are still entering the PRI market, which is helping to flatten upward 
pressure on pricing.

�� Rates are generally flat except in high-risk countries, where rates are rising — 
sometimes dramatically. In Turkey, for example, increases have hit 40%.

�� The total capacity per risk has surpassed $3 billion, more than doubling the 
capacity of $1.3 billion available a decade ago. 

�� M&A activity in the PRI underwriter space last year has had only a modest impact 
on the marketplace. 

�� We advise global companies with exposures in countries mentioned above as 
well as Argentina, Brazil, Russia, South Africa and Mexico to seek political risk 
coverage with urgency as market capacity is shrinking in some cases.

https://www.willistowerswatson.com/en/insights/2018/09/political-risk-survey-report
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Rates and pricing should continue to soften over the next 12 months.  

�� The continued strength of surety profits buoyed by very low claim activity will 
maintain downward pressure on rates even as demand increases.    

�� Corporate results continue to be strong and, along with steady or rising credit 
ratings, this allows relaxed underwriting to continue and to support lower rate 
levels. In some cases, rates are dropping below perceived rate floors of the past.  

In 2019 the surety industry can expect an environment where buyers are 
increasingly open to surety as a form financial guarantee even when not 
stipulated by statute. Another strong, profitable and dynamic year in surety is 
already in motion.

�� The surety industry has witnessed growth for the past two years. Direct premium 
written in the U.S. was $6.2 billion in 2017 compared to  $5.9 billion in 2016, and 
estimates say 2018 will continue to post further growth.*

�� The North America surety market was valued at $7.73 billion in 2017, is estimated 
to account for $8.17 billion in 2018 and is predicted to reach $15.27 billion by 2027.

�� The contract surety bond segment was valued at $7.27 billion in 2017, estimated 
to grow to $7.67 billion in 2018 and is projected to grow at an annual rate of 7.8% 
from 2019 to 2027 to reach $14.78 billion. This will be driven by growth in the P3 
marketplace and increasing strength in infrastructure spending.  

�� The market for commercial surety bonds is expected to reach $8.36 billion by 
the end of 2027, growing from $4.67 billion in 2018 and $4.46 billion in 2017. The 
increasing replacement of LOCs with bond products is driving some of the growth 
along with overall economic strength.  

�� New entrants in 2017 and early 2018 added significant new capacity while 
acquisitions and expansions by existing surety companies improved ratings, 
which will drive fund repatriation into the U.S., which will in turn increase economic 
growth and productivity.

�� The overall surety industry faces talent issues as baby boomers in underwriting, 
managerial, claim, legal and broker designations retire in the coming years. To 
efficiently compete in the surety marketplace, the pressure on insurers and 
brokers to find talent is expected to increase.

Key takeaway
As rates continue to fall and 
commerce activity remains 
strong, the surety bond 
competes with other forms 
of guarantee (letter of credit, 
parental guarantee, bank 
guarantee, cash deposits or 
withholdings) both in terms 
and cost.

Rate predictions
Continued softening

Contact
C. Scott Hull
Global Head of Surety
+1 205 868 1364
scott.hull@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Goly Jafari
Global Head of Surety 
Operations
+1 424 230 2183
golaz.jafari@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Surety
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In contract surety, the U.S. government is taking initiatives to reduce carbon-
emitting power generation and to promote investments in renewables (solar, 
wind, hydro, nuclear, etc.). This will include investments in power plants, adding 
to the growth of the surety market.

�� According to the American Society of Civil Engineers, the U.S. is facing major 
challenges with aging infrastructure. By some estimates, the U.S. may need $4.5 
trillion by 2025 to upgrade roads, bridges, airports, dams, schools and more.

�� The construction industry continues to face a huge challenge in the shortage of 
skilled labor.

Surety companies are looking for new growth areas and commercial surety 
remains a focus area.  

�� New products are being developed, although a limited number have been 
deployed. There is a renewed effort by surety companies and brokers alike to 
push surety bonds as an option to replace letters of credit where the obligees 
are open to them. Insurance program bonds and environmental and creative 
commercial contracts are being written more readily and accepted more 
frequently.  

�� California issued the first-ever surety bond program for the cannabis industry; 
other industries adopting surety usage include auto dealers, collection agencies, 
travel agencies and health care.  

�� The commercial surety market remains soft, with significant downward pressure 
on rates, expansion of capacity thresholds and favorable underwriting conditions. 
A push for revenue growth is growing at commercial sureties, bringing with it 
pressure for innovative ideas.

�� Foreign business investment in North America markets is still a marketplace 
factor, although bank rates remain low and credit is readily obtained, keeping 
LOCs as a solid option for these companies.  

*2019 Surety Market Global Analysis published by The Insight Partners. 

https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/the-impact/economic-impact/
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Terrorism & political violence

Geopolitical tensions remain high as great power conflict, terrorism, nationalism 
and populism continue to dominate economic and political discussions.

�� At the macro level, trade wars, inflamed rhetoric and localized conflicts have 
revealed the fragility of the current global order and dampened economic 
forecasts.

�� Established centers of terrorism in such areas as Syria and Iraq have quieted, 
while new centers such as the Philippines and Pakistan have (re)emerged as 
international hotbeds.

�� Nationalism and populism continue to cause concern as far right and, in some 
places, far left groups have cemented their status in the mainstream. The NDP in 
Germany, the Alt-Right in the United States and the Front National in France, for 
example, remain potent political forces in their respective countries. 

The stand-alone terrorism market finds itself in flux in the U.S., while TRIA 
awaits reauthorization.

�� The dysfunctionality in Congress that has become standard now threatens the 
reauthorization of TRIA.

�� Many expect significant changes to the current act if it is, in fact, passed again.

�� While current rates remain flat, changes to the law could cause dramatic shifts in 
both the capacity and pricing of standalone terrorism.

Standard products continue to expand coverage while capacity shrinks slightly.

�� The active-shooter market continues to grow, as coverages begin to standardize 
across carriers. Standard policies now include property and liability, as well as 
crisis management and even affirmative coverage for drone attacks in specific 
circumstances.

�� Capacity for stand-alone terrorism has fallen to roughly $4 billion, while around 
$1.5 billion in capacity is available for both terrorism liability and political violence 
coverage.

�� Analytics and aggregation modeling continue to be important for sophisticated 
buyers looking to understand exposure in large, multinational programs.

Key takeaway
Global terrorism and political 
violence markets remain 
remarkably stable given 
widespread global geopolitical 
and economic instability 
dominating headlines.

Rate predictions
Flat

Contact
Wendy Peters 
Global Head of Terrorism
Financial Solutions 
+ 1 610 254 288
wendy.peters@
willistowerswatson.com

Fergus Critchley
Senior Associate
Financial Solutions 
+ 1 212 915 7651
fergus.critchley@
willistowerswatson.com

Lyall Horner
Senior Associate
Financial Solutions 
+44 (0)20 7558 9255
lyall.horner@ 
willistowerswatson.com
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As non-tangible assets continue to dominate corporate financials, companies 
are beginning to look at alternative products geared toward protecting their 
revenue streams from geopolitical tensions and acts of violence. Additional 
products include:

�� Non-physical damage business interruption: Providing affirmative cover for supply 
chain failure

�� Malicious attack with a deadly weapon: Expanding attack definitions beyond boiler 
plate active-shooter wordings

�� First-party cyber: Broadening the scope of cyber policies to include true physical 
damage from cyber terror attacks

�� Non-damage loss of attraction: Focusing on post-attack loss of revenue due to 
declined traffic in specified areas

�� Denial of access: Expanding the business interruption trigger for the impairment 
of access to a given location

�� Extended expense: Increasing the scope of traditional extra expense to 
relocation, medical and psychiatric costs as well as job retraining

Terrorism Capacity (USD Million)
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Conditions vary by industry sector.

�� In the automotive sector, need for investment, increased competition, changing 
lifestyles and preferences of consumers and new anti-pollution environmental 
standards are bringing increased credit pressure. Several carriers decided to 
downgrade this sector from low to medium risk in most of Western Europe as well 
as in Central and Eastern Europe and from medium to high risk in Latin America 
and North America.

�� The oil and gas industry’s stabilization has insurers looking to expand programs 
in this area of credit risk. We expect a slowdown in this sector in the next 12-18 
months and are advising clients to lock in coverage and capacity now — even 
suggesting two-year policy renewals.

Regional/geographic variance is also a major driver.

�� In Europe, escalating political risk, high volatility of commodity prices and supply 
constraints, which began to slow world growth in late 2018, now cast a shadow 
over 2019. Contrary to previous economic reversals, Western Europe appears to 
be weakening before the United States. Several carriers predict that the number 
of business insolvencies will increase — by an estimated +1.2% in the eurozone 
and +6.5% in Central Europe. 

Trade credit insurance premium rates are expected to remain flat throughout 
2019.

�� The market is beginning to harden as capacity is tightening in certain sectors but, 
contrary to typical hardening markets, pricing remains extremely competitive.

�� Bank business has continued to grow as both banks/factoring companies and 
originators/sellers seeking more competitive terms from their banks and supply 
chain financing partners are purchasing more cover. 

Key takeaway
In addition to traditional bad 
debt risk mitigation, more 
companies are turning to 
credit insurance as a financial 
tool to unlock capital and 
monetize assets.

Rate predictions
Flat

Contact
Scott Ettien
Trade Credit & Political Risks
+1 212 915 7960
scott.ettien@ 
willistowerswatson.com

Trade credit
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